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Abstract

With the rapid development of camera technologies and screening platforms over the past 10 years comes an expanded screendance field that opens itself up to new screen bodies, sites, and audiences. Are there new considerations and indeed less-positive effects in this potential? This writing reflects on process, production, and duration—now and in the past—in screendance, performance, and artists’ films, to address the question, ‘where are we now?’
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I’m going to begin with a negative: this writing cannot possibly address the complexity of screendance over the past ten years in all its new and developing manifestations. However, departing from a brief overview of a parallel evolution in film technologies, I’m going to take you on a journey through time, space, and screendance practices and perhaps turn this limitation into a positive.

In the past ten years recording and screening technologies have been getting lighter, smaller, and more affordable and this has had the effect of democratization in many areas of filmmaking and especially in the field of screendance production and distribution. For artists in the field who, either by choice or necessity work outside of a commissioning or funding system and/or had previously found it difficult to access and indeed use technologies, this has been a good thing. Developing screen choreographies is a complex, time-consuming proposition. Now, it’s possible to choose to easily move lightweight cameras, rehearse, and perfect camera movement through instant playback, use pre-programmed settings, and shoot immediately in light conditions that until relatively recently would have needed costly equipment and considerable expertise. We can go into locations with smaller, in fact almost invisible, devices with amazing recording capabilities.

Online spaces

Further to this, the ability to post films online means that screendance festivals, whose entry fees all too often discouraged people of limited means from entering, or people who did not want to participate in festivals for any number of reasons, are no longer the
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only way to show films. Of course screening online is not without its complexities. I am sure I’m not alone in feeling uneasy sharing/creating work on some social media platforms; online space, like any space, is defined by a set of relations including to capital, to wider questions of politics, censorship, and the information economy and those that trade in it. Nevertheless, the capacity to show online does enable the field to be relevant to a broader spectrum of communities. This continues on from Cara Hagan’s eloquent writing in Volume 9 of this journal about creative strategies and affirmative action in curation and dissemination in screendance, and the potential of moving toward “a culture that is a departure from the norms and narratives found in dance, cinema, and museum”.

Expanded screen dance practices

In 2019 screendance artists’ practices might include original choreographies developed for the screen, adaptations of existing choreographies, choreographies created in the edit using software programs, and/or all of these artistic choices combined. Alongside the other work that the majority of screendance artists are asked to do, a practice is often a mixture of self-funded, commissioned, and funded work, and a project will often simultaneously include all of these aspects in varying proportions through its development. It’s not always possible or desirable to collaborate with cinematographers, editors, designers and sound artists; you might be choosing a more auteurial route or sometimes it’s both important and enjoyable to find out about technologies yourself and open up an understanding about the relationships between the tools you can work with and the creative decisions you want to make.

Are there new considerations and indeed less-positive effects in this expanded field of potential? Let’s begin by considering bodies and screens: These screen bodies might be dancing bodies, but we might also be thinking about the headless torsos on many dating apps, cyborg bodies with digital tattooing, interfaces in medicine, or the movement activated hoardings of urban spaces where otherworldly entities entice us to join them through a simple, pure act of purchase. How is the field responding creatively and critically to the cultural significance of ways bodies are presented on screens when the phrase ‘bodies on screen’ now points to any number of signifiers and sites?

There is a strong argument that the most exciting and radical work in dance on screen embodying social critique and evolving technologies is taking place in hip hop and rap: Natty Kasambala’s analysis of Donald Glover’s *This is America* (2018) reveals the complexity of the intertextual choreographic language. We might also look to an ongoing exploration of idiosyncratic glitch physicalities in Missy Elliot’s collaborations with choreographers such as Sean Bankhead and Hi-Hat. In the ecology of this technological landscape, distinctive choreographic bodies are also being produced in
dances *from* screens. By this I mean works which are performed live but where screen technologies are embedded in a creative process, integral to the fabric of often long-standing choreographic enquiries. For example the extreme corporealties of UK choreographer Simon Vincenzi in works like *The Surface* (2018) are the result of a film, Alain Resnais’ *Last Year at Marienbad* (1961), being investigated as a closed score in both rehearsal and performance. In *The Surface* and Vincenzi’s earlier work *Operation Infinity* (2007 - 2015) screens and screen languages are present but made visible on stage only through the bodies of performers. Visual exchanges in screen languages between camera, performer, and viewers are also considered as a choreographic strategy in Lea Anderson’s *Edits* (2015), where a queer gaze meets audiences through what appears to be a direct address to the audience but is derived from the queer gaze of director Rainer Werner Fassbinder’s *The Bitter Tears of Petra Von Kant* (1972). Chicago’s ATOM-R developed yet another way of exploring embodiment and screens in *Field Anatomy* (2013) when they created interfaces where dancers’ bodies could be physically read by the audience through bespoke QR codes.

Whether dances *from* screens or dances *on* screens, what unites these projects is a critical examination of relationships between bodies and technologies that has resulted in radical corporealties; this bodes well for screendance being relevant to broader audiences. Unfortunately, what is more usual in the field is that—unless the work is an adaptation of an existing choreography—it’s difficult outside of the commercial sector to get the time to develop the movement element of a screendance in any depth beyond initial research and development. While technologies are definitely cheaper, dancers still need to be paid, and perhaps as a result screendances often have small casts. Additionally screendance can still be marked by a tendency to fall into what the screen-artist and choreographer Mary Wycherly describes as “a trap of beautifying the body.” It’s possible to work with dancers with what feels like limitless technical capabilities or dancers who are skilled improvisers, and perhaps as a result it can be easy to quickly generate a kind of screendance mirage whose glossy surface and unthreatening content could easily be at home in the rhetoric of advertising, seducing viewers with a spectacle of silent dancing bodies.

**Time, speed and ease?**

All of these questions and thoughts lead me to consider what might have been left to the side in my own filmmaking. I have noticed something in my own practice, and that of peers, that speaks to an expression of economics of time and spaces and an experience of labor. I’m questioning the speed at which I’m working, the amount I’m shooting on digital formats either alone or with a crew, the increasing pace within my edits, and the pressures I’m putting myself under in order to produce more and more ‘product.’ Have ideas of speed and ease become interpolated as desirable values in the experience of production, process, and viewing of screendance as much as in the film
industry outside of screendance? And if so, do we as a community really want that to be the case? As an artist who moved from working with analogue film and video technologies to a digital screen practice, I have been reflecting on the connection between technologies and process, and what I might bring to my own practice from my previous ‘analogue thinking’ where I shot less, planned more, made fewer images, and edited on paper. I’m going to consider time in both process and outcome, and in order to do this I will begin outside of screendance with a work made on film that deals with duration … and see where this path takes me.

**Time, attention, and rhythm**

In 1967 the Canadian artist Michael Snow made *Wavelength*. He shot it in one week having prepared the shoot for a year. The film is 45 minutes and appears to be a single unbroken zoom shot to the far wall of a loft space. The key sound is a sine wave that increases in intensity as the film develops through what Snow describes as “four human events”. Snow plays with perception through work with sound and vision, narrative, and simple action. *Wavelength* does initially feel challenging, so unfamiliar is its duration. Snow asks us to invest time and a willingness to surrender his desire to take you somewhere uncertain. I emerged from watching *Wavelength* altered, my internal rhythm slowed down in the space it produced. My return to the rhythms of an everyday world felt clumsy, like I imagine an astronaut would feel coming back from space. A similar effect took place when I watched Jonathan Glazer’s *Under The Skin* (2014: 108 mins) or most recently *The Fits* (2015: 71 minutes) written about in this journal in Volume 9. The films I have cited are not screendances although they are open for readings in relation to choreographic *mise-en-scène*: their narrative structures resonate with the vertical narratives of screendance, and at their centre are ideas of corporealities; for example alien bodies (*Under The Skin*) and bodies that may or may not be possessed (*The Fits*). These filmmakers ask an audience to be willing to put aside not only normative ways of watching a film, but also that we attend to the world outside the film differently; think again about how we look. In my screen work they invite me to consider the development of unique structures for perception.

**Perception and Lisa Nelson**

**I’ll begin with looking**

The filmmaker and historian Mark Cousins’ recent book *The Story of Looking* 14 explores looking as a cultural practice, and might be read alongside similar enquiries by John Berger on seeing in visual art, Laura Marks’ work on intercultural experience and perception in film, or Maurice Merleau-Ponty’s philosophy investigating vision and perception.15 As a filmmaker, Cousins’ thinking on different ways filmmakers look—the gestures of looking we make—took me back to an idea in relation to dance practice. For
dance artists, looking occupies a particular role in perceptual experience as a whole and perhaps a heightened awareness that the gesture of looking, like all gestures, does not happen independently of other gestures and actions. The work of American psychologist J. J. Gibson is relevant here. He posited that perception is not a passive reception of information through a sense organ but an active process undertaken by the perceiver in response to their internal (sensory/kinaesthetic) and external environments, and further that perception is made up of the interactions between the senses. For example, vision is a stream of information actively gathered through the eye, but in response to feedback from all the senses. Artist-researcher and videographer Lisa Nelson has a long-term project on perception drawn from Gibson's writing. One idea she explores is the role of embodiment in looking, she says of her initial experiments with video:

When I put a camera to my head, I wasn't doing it like a robot, where my brain was on a tripod. I put it to my head and I was struck with how I moved my head following my interest through this frame. It reflected my way of relating to my body and the environment. I work with the medium of video through my kinesthetic sense. In dancing, working without the camera, I find that when I shift into vision, just looking at light and form, I don't have any desire to move.

Rather than immediately thinking about what you might be seeing through the viewfinder, Nelson’s approach suggests a different way of thinking about making moving-image work. Her project defines a specific kind of screen production process, one of studio explorations, aligning the making of screendance with performance-making processes. In a further investigation of perception Nelson also uses exploratory viewing strategies in her research. One of her techniques shared in workshops includes developing an awareness of the kind of looking we do when we watch the same thing twice. A second viewing of a film often reveals something that was not visible first time around. These exercises demand a discipline that’s often to do with taking longer to decide what we have seen than we are used to. Nelson’s work highlights the kinds of habits we might have as viewers and invites me to ask how spectatorial experiences and viewing ‘habits’ might be produced in screendance.

For example, when Hamish McPherson wrote that screendance to his outsider eye seemed to be defined by “established forms and boundaries and requirements” one of those forms relates to time. The call for papers for this volume asked where do we find ourselves as a field? It is of course difficult to say where screendance is right now but wherever we might want to go, we probably need to arrive there in 7 – 12 minutes. We might also want to consider getting there in 30 seconds on Instagram, under 45 seconds on Twitter, under 1 minute if we are screening on Facebook, or a leisurely 2 minutes on YouTube; that is if we want an online audience to remain with us, as anyone knows from the sometimes heartbreaking statistics for finished plays for work
you've screened online. In the case of social media, duration is all about keeping us interested enough to stay on a platform; but of course it's also in the interest of the platform and its sponsors that we are not so interested in what we are currently watching that we don't pay attention to the many other things simultaneously available. Shorter time frames are not necessarily a barrier to creating affecting new durations. As quantum physics tells us, time is relative, time in the edit is malleable and there are some fine examples in our field of short-form work. There is also an argument that the short form model of screendance work speaks to current practice in the dance field in how dance is shared online in a culture that encourages artists to make both performance and process visible as product through social media networks and other public platforms. As McPherson comments:

... I only have to look around at my peers and see they are already making short films and putting them online, and these are part of their practice and their work as much as dancing and writing and talking and all kinds of things.

In theory this wave of screen activity could expand the audience for screendance and open up new paradigms such as the way that Hagan uses Instagram strategically at ADF. It can be argued that the data flow of social media is not unlike the short form programs of a screendance festival. Although, after reflecting on Lisa Nelson’s double viewing practice, I’m wondering now if I can re-calibrate the way that I deal with festival programs. I’m thinking about whether there might be possibilities of going back to watch a program again, and what that would do to my experience of the work. Of course, this takes time.

So short form is not all bad, but might it now be time for a serious discussion about longer form screendance works: Who gets to make them? What challenges do they present? What viewing contexts frame them best? The field is probably ready for looking at what creative innovations and technical and dramaturgical solutions have been developed by screendance artists such as Stanley Wong with Dance Goes On (2017) in the development of long form works with vertical narratives. Might it be worth looking to duration in Dash’s Daughters of The Dust (1991) or mise-en-scéne in Lucrecia Martel’s Zama (2017) or in cinematographer Babette Mangolte’s significant collaborations with both Chantal Akerman and Yvonne Rainer?

Returning to where are we now and where might we go next, there are exciting projects strategically developing a more diverse community of young screen artists; for example the UK’s Random Acts with Channel 4, and in the US Marcus White and Carlos Funn’s Moving 24ps. Screendance and choreographic artists are bringing knowledges and conceptual frameworks from the dance studio into aspects of filmmaking in different ways, but much of this work remains undocumented. I would be interested to hear in depth about how this is taking place, particularly in cinematography by dance-trained
camera operators and in sound recording and mixing; areas which remain under-researched in screendance. The field now encompasses augmented reality, gallery work, streaming on dedicated dance channels, curated online screenings, pay per view, playlists, work on social media, work by subscription, transmedia projects, hyper-choreographies and content that is crowd sourced and opensource. These contexts all operate differently through the ways they suggest relationships between bodies, spaces, and screens, and invite different artistic propositions and problems in how we locate viewers and ourselves as makers. How will the evolution of screendance account for the bodies and gestures these complex corporeal mise-en-scènes invite? Which screenic languages will respond to, resist, belong to, or lead the continuing evolution of our mediated bodily experiences? The opportunity for screendance to evolve significantly is full of potential and in more immediate reach than ever before.
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Notes

5 See also Harmony Bench’s investigation into other iterations of dances from screens in relation to feedback loops and sites of experimentation in what she terms ‘social dance-media’. Harmony Bench *Screendance 2.0: Social Dance-Media* 183-214.
9 Mary Martha Wogan, *Interview: Mary Wycherly Dance artist and choreographer*
10 This is not to say that advertising has not produced some memorable choreographic moments centered in dance: recent examples include space opening up to FKA Twigs in Spike Jonze’s work for Apple (2018) *YouTube* [https://youtu.be/305ryPvU6A8](https://youtu.be/305ryPvU6A8), Mikhail Baryshnikov’s sinister cool set against Lil’Buck’s speed ramped jookin’ in Rag and Bone’s 2015 men’s project [https://youtu.be/2rFRTyfwBH8](https://youtu.be/2rFRTyfwBH8) and the creepy possession of Gene Kelly’s body by breakdancers for Volkswagen (2005) [https://vimeo.com/7775155](https://vimeo.com/7775155).
12 Elena Benthaus, *Dis/OrIENTATION: Rhythmic Bodies and Corporeal Orature in The Fits*
13 Chirstinn Whyte, *A Choreographic Sensibility*,
14 Mark Cousins, *The Story of Looking*.
16 Melinda Buckwalter, *Composing While Dancing*, 144.
17 Lisa Nelson, *The Sensation is the Image*. 
18 Nelson’s teaching laboratories reveal perception as a whole and that for a dancer, corporeal perception, that is sensing space and action through the whole body often supplements, or indeed takes the place, of vision. Employing corporeal perception often features in different ways in the processes of screen artists.

19 Hamish McPherson, *What Are Screendance Competitions Even For?*


21 While some screendance festivals will invite proposals for longer works, the majority continue to specify a duration of under 15 minutes and usually shorter works will have a significantly higher chance of being selected for inclusion in a programme.

22 Chi Clifford, [https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-long-should-videos-be-on-instagram-twitter-facebook-YouTube](https://blog.hubspot.com/marketing/how-long-should-videos-be-on-instagram-twitter-facebook-YouTube)

23 The need to keep us in a flow of information online operates in a similar way to the need to keep us from changing television channels in the days before streaming. The reality is that this requirement affects both duration and content and in the screen dances of the late 1980s and 1990s in the UK was one factor that led to not just short form but also narrative being the dominant form in screendance. Jordan and Allen’s anthology *Parallel Lines* (1993) offers an important insight into the history of dance on television in the UK.


25 Hamish McPherson, idem.


27 Chantal Akerman. *Un Jour Pina A Demandé,* Yvonne Rainer. *Lives of The Performers*
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